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PATHOBIOLOGY IN FOCUS

A pathologist’s perspective on induced pluripotent
stem cells
Noriko Watanabe1, Katherine E Santostefano1,2, Anthony T Yachnis1 and Naohiro Terada1,2

Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology was originally developed in 2006. Essentially, it converts somatic cells into
pluripotent stem cells by transiently expressing a few transcriptional factors. Once generated, these iPSCs can differentiate
into all the cell types of our body, theoretically, which has attracted great attention for clinical research including disease
pathobiology studies. Could this technology then become an additional research or diagnostic tool widely available to
practicing pathologists? Here we summarize progress in iPSC research toward disease pathobiology studies, its future
potential, and remaining problems from a pathologist’s perspective. A particular focus will be on introducing the effort to
recapitulate disease-related morphological changes through three-dimensional culture of stem cells such as organoid
differentiation.
Laboratory Investigation advance online publication, 31 July 2017; doi:10.1038/labinvest.2017.81

Pathologists seek new research tools that can provide a better
understanding of underlying disease mechanisms beyond
morphological changes. Standard methods such as immunohistochemistry provide powerful tools not only for diagnosis
but also for understanding molecular mechanisms. Genetic
analyses such as examination of RNA expression and DNA
mutations are valuable for precise molecular diagnosis.
Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology, the ability
to generate stem cells from somatic cells in vitro, was
developed a decade ago and since then has been repeatedly
implicated for disease pathobiology studies. Could this
technology become an additional useful research or diagnostic
tool widely available to practicing pathologists? The present
review summarizes progress in iPSC research toward disease
pathobiology studies, its future potential, and remaining
problems particularly from a pathologist’s perspective.
ADVANTAGES USING IPSCS FOR PATHOLOGY RESEARCH
iPSC technology was originally developed by Takahashi and
Yamanaka in 2006.1 Essentially, it converts somatic cells into
embryonic stem cell (ESC)-like pluripotent stem cells by
transiently expressing a few transcriptional factors. Once
generated, these iPSCs can differentiate into all the cell types
of our body, theoretically, just like ESCs, which has attracted
great attention for clinical research. Since iPSC generation

technology is powerful, yet relatively straightforward and
reproducible, it has spread to labs worldwide and has been
intensively utilized for research in the last decade. Its
applications are essentially two fold, (1) for cell-based
transplantation therapies or (2) providing novel human
disease models in a dish; the latter being of great interest to
pathologists and others studying disease pathobiology. In a
typical study, iPSCs are generated from patient peripheral
blood cells or skin fibroblasts, differentiate them into cell
types relevant to his/her disease (eg, dopaminergic neurons
for Parkinson’s disease), and identify abnormalities caused by
a patient’s unique genetic background. Under such a scheme,
the best advantage of using iPSC technology is that we can
obtain disease-relevant cell types, which are not easily
collected from live patients unless they undergo invasive
biopsies. Blood cells are often preferred as a starting cell
population since they are available in a minimally invasive
manner. For some cases, we may want to utilize available skin
fibroblasts that have been previously collected for other
research purposes. With either cell type, recent progress in
reprogramming technology has made it possible to generate
iPSCs without exogenous gene integration.2 In most cases, the
transient expression of so-called Yamanaka factors (Oct4,
Sox2, Klf4 and C-Myc) in somatic cells through plasmid
transfection or Sendai-viral vector transduction is sufficient to
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generate iPSCs. Typically, a few weeks exposure to reprogramming factors, results in the formation of iPSC colonies,
which can be isolated individually and expanded to generate
clones. Once iPSCs are generated, the cells are naturally
immortalized, and moreover can be stored long-term in
liquid nitrogen for later use. Thus, the second remarkable
merit of iPSCs is their ability to provide a renewable resource
for research. Similar to human tissues collected in daily
pathology practice, patient-derived iPSCs also carry the
genomic information of the original patient. In addition,
iPSCs are well suited to genetic manipulation including geneediting technologies due to their continuous proliferation
ability. In particular, gene editing is feasible within iPSCs
using the system of clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (CRISPR/
Cas9), which have been widely applied to biomedical research
because of their accuracy and simplicity. In combination with
gene editing, iPSCs have become an ideal in vitro tool to
validate the roles of genetic variations in human diseases. The
enduring nature of iPSCs makes this resource unique.
OBSTACLES AND LIMITATIONS FOR USING iPSCs FOR
DISEASE MODELING
On the other hand, there are many remaining obstacles to
utilize iPSCs for disease modeling. An obvious and most
serious concern is that iPSCs are an in vitro cellular system,
which is a considerable drawback for systemic diseases or
organ systems. Indeed, most previous studies successfully
utilizing the iPSC system have focused on biochemical or
molecular biological analyses of differentiated cells. Cellular
functional analyses are certainly possible and have been
shown in many previous studies; however, when compared to
immense data obtained from tissue samples or animal
models, the system provides limited information. In order
to address this, researchers have been developing co-culture
and 3-dimentional (3D) organized tissues termed 'organoids'.
Alternatively, xenographic cellular injection to immunocompromised animals enables to study the effects in vivo. Such
efforts make the system more relevant from the standpoint of
disease pathology as we discuss below. Another obstacle is a
limitation of cell types we can generate from iPSCs. Although
iPSCs can theoretically differentiate into any cell type of the
mesoderm, endoderm, and ectodermal lineages, feasible
protocols have only been established for limited cell types
to date. In general, most differentiation methods utilize
various growth factors or small molecule inhibitors in a
stepwise manner, using cues from normal embryonal
development. Although the number of available protocols
has significantly increased in the last decade (including for
pancreatic beta cells, dopaminergic neurons to CD8 T
lymphocytes) many cell types desired are yet to be achieved
in vitro. Related to this issue, many differentiated cells
resemble embryonic or neonatal cell types and lack the full
maturity and functionality of adult cells. In reality, most
researchers plan iPSC experiments with practical goals based
2
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on availability of differentiation protocols and maturation
status to ensure the differentiated cells will be relevant to the
study in question.
EFFORT TO RECAPITULATE MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES
IN VITRO
The field of pathology encompasses study of disease
pathogenesis as well as morphology-based cell and tissue
diagnosis in the clinical setting. While pathology practice has
been revolutionized by molecular diagnostic methods,
morphology-based diagnosis is still integral to daily surgical
and autopsy pathology. Therefore, it would be of great
interest for both research and clinical diagnosis whether the
iPSC system could recapitulate disease-relevant morphological changes in vitro.
As previously mentioned, one of the major disadvantages of
the iPSC system is that it is an in vitro culture of cells in
isolation. From a pathological point of view, morphological
changes in cells are less informative than those in tissues.
Although cytological morphology is critical especially for
cancer screening, there is an obvious limitation to assess
disease only by the morphological change of individual cells.
In order to overcome this issue, many types of 3D cell culture
methods have been developed.3,4 Under 3D cell culture,
individual cells are expected to maintain their natural shapes
and functions, promoting interactions with adjacent cells that
provide an environment to help create native architecture.
3D culture systems can be broadly categorized into two
types; scaffold-free systems and scaffold-based systems.3 A
scaffold-free system utilizes the natural character of cells to
spontaneously aggregate, which is often referred to as
spheroids or multi-cellular aggregates. This method has been
used for decades in the fields of developmental biology as well
as cancer research.5 While there are various methods available
to produce spheroids, they rely on low or non-adherent
substrates for formation of cell aggregates. In contrast,
scaffold-based systems utilize exogenous scaffolds which lead
cells to form a 3D structure. Numerous types of scaffolds are
artificially fabricated by bioengineering technology and can be
classified into hydrogel technology and solid scaffold-based
technologies. The hydrogel technology provides a loose
scaffold framework in which cells are allowed to self-migrate,
and some hydrogels also support cell growth. One wellknown hydrogel is Matrigel, the basement membrane matrix
extracted from mouse sarcoma. Hydrogel culture technique is
commonly used for angiogenesis assays, in which endothelial
cells migrate and form a capillary network.6 On the other
hand, solid scaffold-based technologies encourage cells to
form 3D structure according to the structure of the scaffolds,
which are designed to mimic natural tissue structures. For
example, artificial skin can be produced by seeding keratinocytes upon a dermal construct composed of a porous scaffold
inoculated with dermal fibroblasts, which form a bilayer
structure that mimics the epidermis and dermis.7
Laboratory Investigation | Volume 00 2017 | www.laboratoryinvestigation.org
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In the ESC/iPSC field, these 3D culture systems have been
widely utilized. The scaffold-free system is an important
technique to generate embryoid bodies, which can be used for
differentiation into cells corresponding to all three embryonic
germ layers, which provides validation of pluripotency. The
angiogenesis assay using hydrogel is frequently used to assess
the function of iPSC-derived endothelial cells. For example,
in a Moyamoya disease model, poor angiogenetic ability is
recapitulated by the angiogenesis assay with iPSC-derived
vascular endothelial cells generated from patients harboring
the RNF213 R4810K polymorphism.8,9 With scaffold-based
culture systems, there is an effort to utilize iPSCs in the
bioengineering field. For example, Zhang YS et al reported an
endothelialized myocardium model using a 3D bioprinter.10
They bioprinted a microfibrous scaffold encapsulating
endothelial cells. Using a crosslinking processes for stable
gelation, it formed a 3D endothelial bed that allowed for
migration and expansion of endothelial cells. When cardiomyocytes were seeded onto the 3D endothelial bed, aligned
myocardia with spontaneous and synchronous contraction
were observed. They applied this technique to human iPSCderived cardiomyocytes, which successfully presented synchronized beating across entire scaffold at a rate of ~ 60 bpm
for up to 7–10 days.
ORGANOID CULTURE GENERATED FROM ADULT STEM
CELLS
Generating organoids may be the ultimate goal of 3D culture
in the field of stem cell biology. Organoids, as their name
suggests, consist of organized structure containing multiple
cell type. Although the term has been used since 1960s in the
context of organogenesis in classic developmental experiments by cell dissociation and reaggregation, during the
present decade this term has been applied to stem cell-derived
aggregates.11,12 Organoids are defined in recent papers as
in vitro 3D cellular clusters derived exclusively from primary
tissue, ESCs or iPSCs, are capable of self-renewal and selforganization, and exhibit similar organ functionality to the
tissue of origin.13
Currently, organoids are generated in 3D culture conditions using medium supplemented with growth factor
cocktails that mimic the organ microenvironment. In these
conditions, stem cells spontaneously organize into nearphysiological tissue patterns. Organoids are generated from
ESCs/iPSCs or organ-restricted adult stem cells (ASCs). The
major technological advance was development of small
intestinal organoid culture generated from murine small
intestine in 2009 by Sato et al.14 They generated intestinal
organoids from whole crypts or single stem cells which were
identified by Lgr5. Isolated cells were suspended in Matrigel
and grown in medium supplemented with R-spondin-1 (Wnt
signal amplifier and ligand of Lgr5), Noggin (BMP inhibitor)
and EGF. They formed cystic and budding structures lined
with a simple epithelial layer containing all cell types
corresponding to normal intestinal epithelia. Based on this
www.laboratoryinvestigation.org | Laboratory Investigation | Volume 00 2017
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method, organoids from human ASCs or many other organ
tissues have been established, including from colon, stomach,
liver, pancreas, lung, prostate, mammary gland, salivary
gland, fallopian tube, taste buds and esophagus.11 In some
cases, robust protocols that allow for long-term expansion of
organoids have been developed. In addition, organoids can be
generated from primary tumor tissue using similar
methods.15
These ASC-based organoids are applied to model various
diseases, often utilizing cells derived from patients with
monogenic disorders. Huch et al16 generated liver organoids
from liver biopsy of alpha 1-antitripsin deficiency patients.
These patient-derived organoids grew for more than 4 months
and behaved normally, however they revealed molecular
abnormalities including alpha 1-antitripsin protein precipitates within the cytoplasm. They also generated liver
organoids from an Alagille syndrome patient, which showed
scarce biliary cells that underwent apoptosis in the organoid
lumen. Importantly, these organoids reflected disease specific
phenotypes and provided important cellular models for
scientific study. In another study, gene repair was demonstrated using cystic fibrosis patient-derived intestinal
organoids.17 These authors corrected the mutated locus of
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance receptor gene in
organoids using CRISPR/Cas9 system. The corrected allele
was expressed and fully functional as verified by a forskolin
assay, in which normal intestinal organoids swell by forskolin
stimulation while cystic fibrosis organoids did not respond.
In addition to monogenic disease modeling, ASC-based
organoids have also been applied to model cancer. Two
independent studies using human intestinal organoids were
reported as adenoma-carcinoma models.18,19 In these studies,
multiple tumor-related gene mutations were serially introduced into normal organoids derived from normal intestine
using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Upon xenotransplantation
into mice, the engineered organoids revealed tumorigenic
transformation from adenoma into adenocarcinoma according to the number of introduced mutations.
Organoids also have significant potential as a cellular drug
screening model due to their advantages of near-physiological
cell organization and expandability. In addition to basic drug
screening, patient-derived organoids are suitable for screening
in the context of personalized therapy. One such example is
an organoid biobank of colorectal cancer patients reported by
van de Wetering et al.20 They generated ‘paired organoids’
derived from resected tumor and adjacent healthy
mucosa of 20 colorectal cancer patients. Tumor organoids
recapitulated the original tumor histology and DNA sequencing results, and their DNA expression conformed to a large
cohort data set of colorectal cancer. They applied these
healthy and tumor organoids to systematic high-throughput
drug screening assays that allowed for detection of gene-drug
associations.
3
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ORGANOID CULTURE GENERATED FROM PLURIPOTENT
STEM CELLS
Similar to ASC-based organoids, pluripotent stem cell-derived
organoids have been applied to recapitulate human diseases
in a dish. While ASC-based organoids mimic the dynamic
maintenance of somatic stem cells, ESC/iPSC-based organoids recapitulate the development of the corresponding
organ.21 Although both retain the genetic information of
original cells, ASC-based organoids tend to reproduce the
original tissue phenotype directly. In contrast, organoids
derived from ESCs/iPSCs seem to have an ability to form
more complex structures, likely due to their pluripotency
potential, in contrast to ASC characteristic of multipotency.
In a practical sense, ASC-based organoid protocols are
simpler than ESC/iPSC-based organoids, because ASCs are
already committed to organ-specific differentiation. However,
ESCs/iPSCs have an advantage as a cell resource for
generating tissues that are difficult to obtain from patients.
To date, organoids have been generated from ESCs/iPSCs into
such linages as (for neuroectoderm) optic cup,22
cerebrum,23,24 adenohypophysis25 and cerebellum;26 (for
endoderm) stomach,27 small intestine,28 liver,29 lung30 and
thyroid;31 and (for intermediate mesoderm) kidney.32 Table 1
illustrates advantages and limitations of ESC/iPSC-and
ASC-based organoids.
A representative case of disease modeling using brain
organoids generated from ESCs/iPSCs was reported by
Lancaster et al.24 They started with floating embryoid bodies
followed by embedment in Matrigel and culture in a spinning
bioreactor. The obtained brain organoids grew up to 4 mm in
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diameter in 2 months. Histological analysis revealed selforganized regions reminiscent of cerebral cortex, choroid
plexus, retina and meninges. They applied this organoid
culture technique for a human microcephaly model. Brain
organoids were successfully generated from iPSCs of a
microcephaly patient with a CDK5RAP2 mutation, which
revealed the smaller neural tissues containing very few
progenitor regions with signs of premature neural differentiation. This phenotype was rescued by reintroducing the
CDK5RAP2 protein. Their model partially recapitulated
microcephaly in vitro. Other disease models have been
reported using brain organoids since then, such as Zika virus
infection33 and autism spectrum disorder.34 As brain
organoids culture resembles fetal human neocortex
development,35 current disease models using brain organoids
are limited more or less to neurodevelopmental disorders.
However, the future improvement of culture conditions may
enable researchers to mimic the late stage of neurogenesis to
extend the use of organoids to model late onset diseases. As
the human central nervous system is very distinct from other
human organs in terms of both difficulty of sampling and
imperfection of animal models, ESC/iPSC-based organoids
should serve as an ideal research model.
Another good example of ESC/iPSC-based organoids is
from Takasato et al,32 who generated kidney organoids which
reproduced the complex kidney structure consisting of
nephrons and the collecting duct network. Individual
nephrons included distal and proximal tubules, early loops
of Henle and glomeruli containing podocytes and ongoing
vascularization. The gene expression analysis from whole

Table 1 Comparison between ESC/iPSC-based organoids and ASC-based organoids
Advantages

Limitations

ESC/iPSC-based

Potential to generate organoids for any type of tissue including ones difficult

Organoid generation protocols are more complex

organoids

to access (eg, human brain organoids) Ability to form organoids consisting of

and time consuming in general

heterotypic lineage cells, which is closer to the physiological status
Resultant organoids are immature and less functional in
Resource availability through existing iPSC banks

general, and may need additional culture for maturation

Capacity to study diseases manifesting at various human
developmental stages
ASC-based

Robust protocols available for long-term culture and cryopreservation of

organoids

several types of organoids

Need organ samples containing stem cells to begin

Protocols require fewer steps and generally less time overall

Recapitulate original tissue phenotypes more consistently

Malignant organoids (tumoroids) can be generated too
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Figure 1 Organoid generation from ESCs/iPSCs and ASCs and their applications. Organoids are generated from ESCs/iPSCs or ASCs. iPSCs can be
established from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) or fibroblasts. ASC-based organoids are initiated from organ biopsy samples from normal
or tumor tissue, followed by dissociation into epithelia containing stem cells. Both organoids are self-organized via three- dimensional (3D) culture with
differentiation and/or expansion medium. They are utilized for disease modeling, drug screening and organoid biobank which can be a unique resource
for pathobiology studies.

kidney organoids resembled first trimester human fetal
kidney tissue. They tested the utility of these organoids as a
model of drug-related nephrotoxicity. When they treated
organoids with cisplatin, immature proximal tubules did not
respond, however more mature proximal tubules underwent
apoptosis in a dose-depend manner. This result showed the
possibility of future applications for nephrotoxicity screening
and disease modeling.
In addition to the approaches mentioned above for
inducing organoid formation through a combination of
specialized media, growth factor, chemicals and extracellular
matrices, a genetic engineering approach has been recently
reported. Guye et al engineered an iPSC cell line with
inducible GATA-binding protein 6 (GATA6) expression,
which successfully produced liver bud-like structure made up
of multiple cell types including hepatobiliary, hematopoietic
and stromal cells as well as a neuronal niche.36
Further, organoid generation can be facilitated by mixing
different lineage cell types, such as vessels, nerves or immune
cells. Takebe et al29 generated vascularized liver organoids, for
example. By co-culture of human iPSC-derived hepatic
endoderm cells, human mesenchymal stem cells and human
umbilical vein endothelial cells under 3D culture conditions,
they were able to generate self-organized hepatic bud
structures. Transplanting these onto the brains of immunodeficient mice, vascularization with connection to the host
circulation was observed. In addition, transplanted organoids
exhibited functionality close to adult liver, suggesting that the
formation of vasculature promoted maturation of hepatic
endodermal cells. In another example, Nozaki et al37 reported
the co-culture of murine intestinal organoids and murine
intraepithelial lymphocytes. Time-lapse imaging revealed
www.laboratoryinvestigation.org | Laboratory Investigation | Volume 00 2017

dynamic movement and migration of intraepithelial lymphocytes into organoids. Organoids containing heterotypic
populations reproduced near-physiological conditions in
which multiple types of cells interact each other. Such coculture systems will extend the applications of iPSC-organoids
to broader disease modeling of common disorders such as
ischemic disease or inflammatory disease in the future.
Figure 1 provides an overview of organoid generation and
application.
PERSPECTIVE OF UTILIZING iPSCs FOR PATHOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Ten years have passed since the first publication of human
iPSCs by Takahashi and Yamanaka in 2007,38 and current
methods of iPSC generation are well established. Countless
numbers of patient-derived iPSCs have been established and
reported, originally from hereditary monogenic disorders39
and later from more complexed polygenic diseases.40
However, when it comes to robust cell type specific
differentiation, there are still limitations. In reality, this is
still the most significant barrier for researchers to utilize these
cells as a tool for disease modeling. Further development of
efficient differentiation methods is critical for utility of iPSCs.
In this article, we highlighted 3D culture systems as a most
promising approach to capture the attention of pathologists
who are familiar with the structure of tissues. At this moment,
ASC-based intestinal organoids seem exemplary in terms of
their application to disease modeling. The established culture
protocols allow for long-term expansion and sensitive
evaluative assays such as a forskolin assay. Because organoids
tend to have complex structures, selecting the appropriate
assay to detect significant morphological changes is critical for
5
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their evaluation. Obviously, current efforts to generate various
organoids from iPSCs are promising as iPSCs are a resource
that is easily accessible. Considering that iPSC banks have
been established from many normal and disease individuals,
creation of iPSC-organoid biobanks would be particularly
useful for pathologists. In addition to high-throughput drug
screening using adult tissue-derived organoid biobanks by van
de Wetering et al20 as mentioned before, recently Fujii et al
established 55 colorectal tumor organoids and 41 counterparts from normal mucosa.41 In vitro and in vivo, they
reproduced original histological features including rare
subtypes like poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma, mucinous adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine carcinoma. In
addition to analyses of DNA sequencing and DNA expression
profiling, they investigated niche factor requirements in
culture conditions of each tumor organoid and compared
them with the clinical stages of the original tumors. Their
organoid biobank has several advantages in comparison of
other alternative methods. For instance, these organoids
replicate the genomic and phenotypic information of
individual patients, which is difficult with cancer cell lines.
Moreover, they undergo long-term expansion, which is
difficult with the culture of tumor sections. Finally,
xenotransplantation of tumor sections requires large numbers
of mice for propagation. Similarly, iPSC-derived mini-brain
or pituitary biobanks, for example, would be extremely useful
as sustainable and expandable resources for studying signal
transduction or to test efficiency of drug and gene therapy
in vitro, which is nearly impossible with formalin-fixed and
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues. The combination of FFPE
samples, frozen samples and iPSC-derived organoids would
enable further diverse and comprehensive pathobiological
analyses.
Although there are still numerous obstacles to overcome,
we want to emphasize here that considerable and steady
progress has been made during the last decade since iPSCs
were first created. With further refinement of 3D culture
systems using iPSC technology, it may not be long before
pathologists use this technique to better understand disease or
even in disease diagnosis.
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